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Graded Morita duality and rigid graded Morita duality are characterized
w x win 1 . The characterizations of Morita duality can be found in 6, Sects.
x23]24 . We use the same terminology and notations on Morita duality as
w x  . w xin 5 and on rigid graded Morita duality as in 1 .
Throughout this paper, all rings are associative and have identity, all
modules are unitary, G is a finite group, R is a graded ring of type G with
 .  .an identity, R-gr gr-R denotes the category of all graded left R- right R-
 .modules of type G and R-mod mod-R denotes the category of all left R-
 . U Uright R- modules. RaG denotes the smash product of R with G
isomorphic to G.
The main results of this paper are that for a ring R graded over a finite
group G, R has a graded selfduality iff the smash product RaGU has a
selfduality iff R has a selfduality. Moreover, if R is strongly graded, R has
a selfduality iff its initial subring has a selfduality.
Let xe denote the column vector with x in the g-position and zero ing
 . < < < <the other positions and let e g, h denote the G = G matrix with the
 .identity of R in the g, h -position and zero of R in the other positions.
a .Let M s [ Me for every graded left R-module M s [ M .g g G g g g g G g
 4  . Uy1 y1We define r ? m s   r ? m e for every r s r g RaGÄ Ä Äg h g h h g g h g , h
a . a . Uand m s  me g M so M is a left RaG -module on thisÄ g g G g g
scalar multiplication and the addition of column vectors. Conversely, we
 .   . . Udenote N s [ e g, g N for every left RaG -module N andg r g g G
 .   ..define r ? n s  r e gh, h n for every r g R and n g N. Let N sg g g g r
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 .  .e g, g N for every g g G. Then N is a graded left R-module of type Gg r
on this scalar multiplication and the original addition. We view every
graded left R-homomorphism f : M ª N as a left RaGU-homomorphism
a . a . a . Uf : M ª N and view every left RaG -homomorphism h : U ª V
 .  .  .as a graded left R-homomorphism h : U ª V . In this way, weg r g r g r
a . U  . Uknow that ] : R-gr ª RaG -mod and ] : RaG -mod ª R-gr areg r
a .  .  . a .  .afunctors such that ] ? ] s 1 and ] ? ] s 1. Dually, ] : gr-Rg r g r
U  . U  .aª mod-RaG and ] : mod-RaG ª gr-R are functors such that ] ?g r
 .  . a .  w x.] s 1 and ] ? ] s 1 see 3, 4, 7 .g r g r
LEMMA 1. As left RaGU-modules
RaGUe g , g (a gy1 R , .  . .
and as graded left R-modules
RaGUe g , g ( gy1 R for e¨ery g g G. . .  .g r
Dually, as right RaGU-modules
aUe g , g RaG ( R g , .  . .
and as graded right R-modules
e g , g RaGU ( R g for e¨ery g g G. .  . . g r
U  . a y1 . .   ..Proof. We define r : RaG e g, g ª g R via r  r e h, gh h gy1
 . U  .s  r e for every  r e h, g g RaG e g, g . It is easily shownh h gy1 h h h gy1
that r is a left RaGU-isomorphism.
 . a .  U  ..  y1 .Since ] ? ] s 1, RaG e g, g ( g R.g r g r
Dually, we can prove the others.
THEOREM 2. R has a graded selfduality iff its smash product RaGU has a
selfduality.
 .Proof. Suppose that a bigraded R, R -bimodule U s [ U de-g , hg G g h
 .fines a graded Morita duality and LRefU RRefU denotes the full
 . subcategory of R-gr gr-R consisting of all U-reflexive graded left R- right
.  .R- modules. Then LRefU RRefU is closed under graded submodules
 .  .and graded factor modules, and g R g LRefU and R g g RRefU for
 y1 .  .every g g G. Since G is finite, [ g R g LRefU and [ R g gg g G g g G
RRefU.
a . 4  .a 4  .Let M s M ¬ M g LFefU and N s N ¬ N g RRefU . Then M N
is closed under submodules and factor modules because R-gr ( RaGU-mod
 U . U UU Ugr-R ( Mod-RaG , and RaG g M and RaG g N byRaG RaG
Lemma 1.
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 .a  .  . a .  .  .Let D s ] ? H ], U ? ] , D s ] ? H ], U ? ] . Then D :1 R g r 2 R g r 1
M ª N and D : N ª M are contravariant functors such that D D ( 12 1 2
w x  U U .and D D ( 1. By 6, Theorem 23.5 , there is a RaG , RaG -bimodule2 1
V such that
 .  U .  U .U U1 V s D RaG and V s D RaG ,RaG 2 RaG 1
 .  .  .U U2 D ( Hom ], V and D ( Hom ], V ,1 RaG 2 RaG
 .3 all M g M and all N g N are V-reflexive.
 .U UV g M and V g N by 1 , and every factor module ofRaG RaG
U U  .U U U URaG , RaG , V, and V is V-reflexive by 3 , so VRaG RaG RaG RaG
w xdefines a Morita duality by 6, Theorem 24.1 .
 U U .Conversely, suppose that an RaG , RaG -bimodule V defines a
 .Morita duality, and let LRefV RRefV denote the full subcategory of
U  U . U RaG -mod mod-RaG consisting of all V-reflexive left RaG - right
U .  .RaG - modules. Then LRefV RRefV is closed under submodules and
factor modules, and U RaGU g LRefV and RaGU U g RRefV.RaG RaG
  . 4  . 4Let M s M ¬ M g LRefV and N s N ¬ N g RRefV . Then Mg r g r
 .N is closed under graded submodules and graded factor modules because
U  U .  y1 .R-gr ( RaG -mod gr-R ( mod-RaG , and [ g R g M andg g G
 .  .  .[ R g g N by Lemma 1, so g R g M and R g g N for everyg g G
g g G.
 .  .  .a  .  .U ULet D s ] ? Hom ], V ? ] , D s ] ? Hom ], V ?1 g r RaG 2 g r RaG
a .] . Then D : N ª M and D : M ª N are contravariant functors such1 2
w xthat D D s 1 and D D s 1. By 1, Theorem 2.2 , there is a bigraded1 2 2 1
 .R, R -bimodule U s [ U such thatg , hg G g k
 .  y1 . .   y1 ..1 U s D g R and U s D R g for every g g G,g 2 g 1
 .  .  .2 D s H ], U and D s H ], U ,1 R 2 R
 .3 all M g M and all N g N are U-reflexive.
 .So U g N and U g M for every g g G by 1 and every graded factorg g
 .  .module of U, U , g R, and R g is U-reflexive for every g g G so Ug g
w xdefines a graded Morita duality by 1, Theorem 2.7 .
For a strongly graded ring, we have
THEOREM 3. Suppose that G is any group with identity and that R is a
strongly graded ring of type G and T s R . Then R has a graded selfduality iffe
T has a selfduality.
wProof. Since RaG-mod ( R-gr and R-gr ( R -mod by 2, Theoreme
xI.3.4 RaG-mod is Morita equivalent to R -mod, i.e., R is Morita equiva-e e
w xlent to RaG. By 5, Corollary 4.6 , we know that R has a selfduality if ande
only if RaG has a selfduality. By Theorem 2, R has a selfduality if ande
only if R has a graded selfduality.
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THEOREM 4. Suppose that R is a strongly graded ring of type G and
T s R . If T has a selfduality then R has a rigid graded selfduality.e
 .Proof. Suppose that a T , T -bimodule V defines a Morita duality and
 .  .that LRefV RRefV denotes the full subcategory of T-mod mod-T
 .consisting of all V-reflexive left T- right T- modules. Then LRefV
 .RRefV is closed under submodules and factor modules, and T g LRefVT
 .T g RRe¨ V .T
 4  4Let M s R m M ¬ M g LRefV and N s N m R ¬ N g RRefV ,T T
 .  . where R m M N m R is graded by defining R m M s R m M NT T T g g T
. .  .m R s N m R for all g g G. Then M N is closed under gradedT g T g
w x wsubmodules and factor modules by 2, Theorem I.3.4 . By 2, Corollary
xI.3.3 , R is finitely generated and projective in T-mod and also in mod-T.g
 .  .So g R g M and R g g N for every g g G.
 .  .  .  .  .Let D s ]m R ? Hom ], V ? ] and D s R m ] ? Hom ], V1 T T e 2 T T
 .? ] . Then D : M ª N and D : N ª M are contravariant functors suche 1 2
that D D s 1 and D D s 1. We only show that D and D are rigid. In1 2 2 1 1 2
fact, for each g g G, we have
D R g s R m Hom R g , V .  . .  . .e2 T T
s R m Hom R , V .T T g
( R m Hom R y1 m R , R y1 m V .T T g T g g T
w xby 2, Lemma I.3.11.6
( R m Hom T , R y1 m V .T T g T
( R m R y1 m V .T g T
( R m R y1 m V .T g T
( gy1 R m V . . T
( gy1 R m V . . T
( gy1 R m Hom T , V . . . T
s gy1 D R . . . 2
 . .  . y1 .Similarly, D g R ( D R g for every g g G.1 1
w x  .By 1, Theorem 3.10 , there is a graded R, R -bimodule U s [ Ug g G g
such that
 .  .   y1 ..  .  y1 . .1 g U s D R g and U g s D g R for every g g G,2 1
 .  .  .2 D s HOM ], U and D s HOM ], U ,1 R 2 R
 .3 all M g M and all N g N are U-reflexive.
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 .So U g M and U g N by 1 and every graded factor module of R, U,R R R R
wR , and U is U-reflexive, so U defines a rigid graded Morita duality by 1,R R
xTheorem 3.12 .
LEMMA 5. If R has a selfduality then its smash product RaGU has a
selfduality.
 .Proof. Suppose that R has a selfduality induced by an R, R -bimodule
w x  .  U .E. By 7, Theorem 1.3 , A s M R ( RaG )G so A has a selfdualityG
 . w xinduced by Hom A, E by 5, Theorem 9.2 .A R
 .  U . y1y1 y1Let M s Hom A , E , where A s RaG ) g for every g gg R g g
G. Then M s [ M is a graded left A-module of type G because G isg
w xfinite. Since END M s End M s A by 2, Corollary I.2.11 , M is aA A
 .graded A, A -bimodule, so M defines a rigid graded Morita duality byA A
w x U1, Proposition 4.1 . Since A is a strongly graded ring of type G, RaG has
a selfduality by Theorem 3.
THEOREM 6. Suppose that G is a finite group and S is a ring and S) G isa
a skew group ring, where a : G ª Aut S is a group homomorphism. Then S
has a selfduality iff its skew group ring S) G has a selfduality.a
 .Proof. Suppose S has a selfduality induced by an S, S -bimodule V.
Since S) G is a strongly graded ring, S) G has a rigid graded selfdualitya a
w xby Theorem 4. Hence S) G has a selfduality by 1, Proposition 4.3 .a
Conversely, let A s S) G. Then AaGU has a selfduality by Lemma 5,a
so A has a graded selfduality by Theorem 2, so it has a selfduality by
Theorem 3.
THEOREM 7. R has a selfduality iff its smash product RaGU has a
selfduality.
U  .Proof. Suppose that RaG has a selfduality. Then M R (G
 U .RaG )G has a selfduality by Theorem 6. Since R is Morita equivalent
 . w xto M R , R has a selfduality by 5, Corollary 4.6 .G
Conversely, it is proved by Lemma 5.
COROLLARY 8. R has a graded selfduality iff R has a selfduality.
Proof. By Theorems 7 and 2.
COROLLARY 9. When R is a strongly graded ring, R has a selfduality iff its
R has a selfduality.e
Proof. By Theorem 3 and Corollary 8.
EXAMPLE. Suppose that R is a ring and x , . . . , x are the independent1 n
indeterminates over R and f , . . . , f are the automorphisms of R. Then1 n
wR has a selfduality if and only if the strongly graded ring R x , . . . , x ;1 n
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y1 y1 x n wx , . . . , x ; f , . . . , f of type Z has a graded selfduality, where R x ,1 n 1 n 1
y1 y1 x. . . , x ; x , . . . , x ; f , . . . , f is the set of elements of the form of then 1 n 1 n
i1 i n   . n.finite sum a x . . . x a g R, i , . . . , i g Z and Z is thei , . . . , i 1 n i , . . . , i 1 n1 n 1 n
 .additive group of all integers and ax s x f a for all a g R and i s 1, 2,i i i
. . . , n.
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